The eyes of those around me lower and my fresh opponent shuffles slowly back to
his table. The waitress remains against the wall. eyes still focused on the floor. I
replace my sword in its sheath. place my payment on the counter and amid hushed
glances. exit the tavern.
The night air is much cooler than in the stuffy tavern. especially against my wet
clothing. I feel rejuvenated and I notice my surroundings with a heightened sense
of detail. The beggarmen seem unusually ragged tonight in their worn clothing and
unbathed skin. And the lights filtering from upstairs apartments appear
unnaturally moody in the dark night. I am anxious to reach my studio; I feel a
sudden urge to paint. I can picture the finished canvas as clearly as I can see the
rickety carriages rolling by me in the street.
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Who Do I Know?
Andrew Towers
I open my address book.
Immediately, bar coasters and business cards spill out.
Desperately scrawled names,
recently acquired phone numbers:
of people I already can't remember,
of people I'd like to get to know,
of people I wish I'd never met.

The painting I see is set in a deeply shadowed room of a robust crimson cast. The
figures. wearing weeping, sorrowed expressions. gather round the body of a
deceased woman. She is draped ungracefully, over a table. barefoot and bloated.
She is both hideous and beautiful. She is the Virgin Mary, as the mother of the
common and humble. She. modeled from a poor dead woman I saw pulled from the
Tiber last week. is also humble and human, herself.

On some pages. just a name and phone number.
No address. no way to truly correspond.
No letters, no Christmas cards. no postcards.
Just a casual interest in somebody
I want something out ofa reliable pot dealer.
a witty dinner guest,
a pulse on the party circuit.

Presently I awaken from my thoughts as I reach my studio. As I enter I throw my
cloak and sword on the floor. I light the lanterns and the canvas before me
awakens to the flickering light. The palette lies on the table beside me, awaiting
use. I immediately mix a warm. rich red and thrust my brush at the canvas. The
brush licks the surface repeatedly, more by instinct than by will. Red violet lays
itself on top of the red in places. Black enters now; the surface begins to undulate.
The layers build. becoming many layers. becoming a thick rich surface. A line of
red evolves into a shape, and a draped cloth emerges above the heads of the
mourners. I am unaware of time or the space around me. I continue like this for
what must be hours. for the light of an early dawn sun is creeping across the
canvas before I know it. The lanterns have burned out. the oil used up. When I
can no longer stand, I enter my body once again. Laying my brush down. I throw
my body onto a small cot on the far side of the room. I am spent and it is only a
matter of seconds before I drift into a deep, dreamless sleep.

Then there are names with old addresses.
no zip codes.
Calls can't even be made.
Letters would take a long time to reach these people.
Life. surprisingly, goes on without these people,
who always manage to reach me:
creepy cousins who pray for my soul.
a sister I can't quite forgive.
the dead I no longer talk with.
People I should make an effort to know.
but appear to be too much work
for the Postmaster and Directory Assistance.
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Grand Valley State University

But if I really knew you.
I'd have your damn zip code in my address book.
I'd have your work number.
and the number to your parents.
I'd put a slash by your name
and add the name of the person you now love.
Get the Polish spelling right.
Keep you in my book
long after the friendship has ended.
I'd document your whereabouts from college to Alaska,
from apartment to house.
from apartment to apartment to apartment.
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Portrait #3

My address book would creep with ink
that spells your name and place.
constant number changes.
your life's rearrangements.
All the alternate ways
I've been hard pressed, depressed,
and blessed to reach you.
I would want your whereabouts to take up an entire page.
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